
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Print the pages. Regular printer paper works, but we recommend using a thicker one, 
as ships are easier to assemble and will be able stand on their own. 
Make sure to set the scale to fit the printable area. 
And don’t print the cover! Save your printer’s ink for the ships! 

2. Page Instructions. On each page, you will find images like this: 

 
• Sections. Each ship section is marked by a letter. The ship 3D diagram will 

display the letters showing where each section goes. 
• Flaps and Sides. Both flaps and sides are marked by numbers. Flaps and sides 

with the same number are to be joined together. 
• Dashes Fold line. A mountain fold is needed. 
• Dash-Dot-Dash Fold line. A valley fold is needed. 

 
3. Cut each section. Use scissors or a blade cutter (carefully!). We've found that the blade 

cutter is better for precision, while scissors are better for smaller corrections, but use 
whatever you feel comfortable with. 
It's better to cut all sections before assembly. You can leave them next to the cut-out 
hole in the paper to avoid losing track of which section letter it is. 

4. Identify each section on the ship's diagram. To help you get a sense of the 3D 
model. 



5. Fold each section on the marked lines. For flaps, it’s better to fold them at no more 
than 90° angles. 

6. Paste each section together. Glue stick is tidier and won't get the paper wet. It can 
also be useful to let each section dry well before continuing. 
Any order will probably work, but we've found it's normally easier to place the back part 
last. Back parts don’t require any folding except on the flaps, and because the “closing” 
of the model is the hardest part (and potentially the least tidy), it’s better to do it on the  
least visible part of the ship. 
Tweezers can be helpful if you're working on tight/small areas. 

7. Don’t forget to have fun! If you’re getting tired or are finding difficulties on the 
assembly, take a break. You can always continue later. 

8. Proof of assembly. Once your ship is assembled for battle, share a picture of it in our 
social media pages. We'd love to see where all these ships end up! 

 

  https://www.facebook.com/insulargames/ 

 

  https://www.instagram.com/insulargames/ 

 

  https://www.twitter.com/InsularGames 
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